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the elder scrolls v skyrim: dragonborn is a single-player game that adds new locations,
quests, items, and monsters to the skyrim main storyline. the expansion follows the exploits
of the dragonborn character, a mysterious figure with the power to transform into a dragon,

and the fate of solstheim hangs in the balance. a true, full-length open-world game for vr
has arrived from award-winning developers, bethesda game studios. skyrim vr reimagines

the complete epic fantasy masterpiece with an unparalleled sense of scale, depth, and
immersion. from battling ancient dragons to exploring rugged mountains and more, skyrim
vr brings to life a complete open world for you to experience any way you choose. skyrim vr
includes the critically-acclaimed core game and official add-ons dawnguard, hearthfire, and
dragonborn. dragons, long lost to the passages of the elder scrolls, have returned to tamriel
and the future of the empire hangs in the balance. as dragonborn, the prophesied hero born

with the power of the voice, you are the only one who can stand amongst them. the elder
scrolls v: skyrims latest expansion takes players to the morrowind-adjacent island

solstheim, a place bathed in ashes from the volcanic red mountain and teeming with a
variety of beasties that really want to kill you. this is the first skyrim expansion to take
players outside the snowy confines of tamriels northern territory, and thats not entirely

good. players familiar with past elders scrolls games likely remember solstheim while those
new to the franchise will see it is an ugly, ash-covered wasteland.
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